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More summer scorchers for Leeds Bradford Airport
Jet2.com and Jet2holidays have today launched two brand new destinations exclusive from Leeds Bradford
Airport: Costa de Almeria (Spain) and Halkidiki (Greece), further expanding its biggest ever flights and holidays
programme for summer 2017.

The leading leisure airline and package holiday specialist are the ONLY operators to fly to these destinations from
Leeds Bradford Airport, giving Yorkshire holidaymakers even more fantastic places to visit. This brings the
number of sunny hotspots to choose from next year to a whopping 46!
Spain’s stunning Costa de Almeria is perfect for families and couples alike with sweeping Blue Flag beaches and
pretty white washed villages. Customers can take their pick from the family friendly resort of Roquetas de Mar or
the historic village of Mojacar for authentic Spanish charm. Halkidiki offers a whole range of activities and
historical sights on one of the most beautiful of Greece’s peninsulas as well as Indulgent Escapes holidays to the
five star Sani Resort.

These exciting new additions to the summer programme come on top of an eleventh aircraft, more flights and
three more new destinations, Costa Brava (Girona), Naples and Berlin, announced by Jet2.com and Jet2holidays
last month.
Steve Heapy, CEO of Jet2.com and Jet2holidays commented: “We said there was more good news to come
for Yorkshire customers and here it is! Our biggest ever summer programme has just got even bigger with the
addition of these two brand new destinations. Costa de Almeria is our 14th Spanish destination and 7th in
mainland Spain, giving people even more holiday choices to this popular country, and we’re thrilled to be giving
our customers the chance to visit the beautiful Halikidiki area. We’re very excited with these new destinations and
I’ve no doubt they will be very popular.”
Tony Hallwood, Aviation Development Director at Leeds Bradford Airport, added: “As Yorkshire’s gateway airport,
Leeds Bradford is pleased that Jet2.com and Jet2holidays are introducing a further two new exciting holiday
destinations for summer 2017. Costa Almeria has fantastic beaches and hidden coves whilst Halkidiki offers a
relaxing location with some of the best scenery in Greece. In total Jet2.com and Jet2holidays have now
introduced five new destinations for summer 2017 offering their widest ever holiday and short break choice from
Leeds Bradford.“
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Costa de Almeria: twice weekly departures from 30 April to 22

nd

October 2017. Jet2.com flights start at £45

per person, including taxes, with Jet2holidays package breaks available from £349 per person.


th

th

Halkidiki: weekly departures from 30 May to 26 September 2017. Jet2.com flights start at £79 per person,
including taxes, with Jet2holidays package breaks available from £319 per person.

Jet2.com offers friendly low fares, award winning customer service, great flight times and a generous 22kg
baggage allowance booked with 0% credit card fees.

Jet2holidays offers great value package breaks booked with a low £60 per person deposit and 0% credit card
fees. Customers can take their pick from a range of 2-5 star hotels with award winning Jet2.com flights and an
industry leading 22kg baggage allowance included. Thousands of free child places are also available.

For further information visit www.jet2.com or www.jet2holidays.com
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